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Abstract: Subgroup discovery is a data mining procedure which concentrates fascinating rules regarding a target variable. A
paramount feature for this task is the mixture of predictive and descriptive induction. An overview identified with the assignment of
subgroup discovery is presented here. This survey concentrates on the establishments, algorithms, and progressed studies together with
the applications of subgroup discovery. This paper shows a novel data mining systems for the investigation and extraction of learning
from information created by electricity meters. In spite of the fact that a rich source of data for energy utilization analysis, power meters
deliver a voluminous, quick paced, transient stream of information those traditional methodologies are not able to address altogether. So
as to beat these issues, it is imperative for a data mining framework to consolidate usefulness for break summarization and incremental
analysis utilizing intelligent procedures. In subgroups whose sizes are large and patterns are not usual has to be discovered. Their
models have to be generated first. The many algorithms have been used to overcome the wider range of data mining problems. This
paper gives a survey on subgroup discovery patterns from smart electricity meter data.
Keywords: Subgroup discovery, data mining, pattern recognition, data analysis, knowledge discovery.

1. Introduction
The idea of subgroup discovery was at first presented by
Kloesgen [1] and Wrobel[2], and all the more formally
characterized by Siebes [3] yet utilizing the name Data
Surveying for the discovery of subgroups. It can be
described as [4]: In subgroup discovery, we consider we are
given a in titled as people population (objects, client) and a
property of those people we are interested in. The aim of
subgroup discovery is then to find the subgroups of the
population that are measurably "most interesting", i.e. are as
huge as could be expected under the circumstances and have
the most surprising statistical (distributional) attributes
concerning the property of investment. Subgroup discovery
try to find relations between distinct properties or variables
of a set concerns with a target variable. Because of the truth
that subgroup discovery is centered in the extraction of
relations with interesting features, it is not important to
acquire fully but partial relations. These relations are
depicted as individual rules. The basic aim of this paper is to
present an outline of subgroup discovery by examining the
fundamental properties, models, quality measures and real
issues understood by subgroup discovery approaches.
Subgroup discovery [1,2] is an extensively pertinent data
mining strategy focuses for finding intriguing relationship
between distinctive objects in a set concerning a particular
property which is of enthusiasm to the user the target
variable. The patterns concentrated are ordinarily
represented to as rules and called subgroups [3]. Previous
methods have not possessed the capacity to attain this
propose. For instance, predictive strategies increases
exactness to effectively order new objects, and descriptive
strategies basically scan for relations between unlabelled
objects. The requirement for acquiring straightforward
models with a higher state of interest prompted statistical
strategies which hunt down irregular relations [1]. Thus,
subgroup discovery is some place part of the way in the
middle of supervised and unsupervised learning [5]. It can
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be viewed as that subgroup discovery lies between the
extraction of association standards and the acquiring of
classification guidelines.
Data mining is a phase of the Knowledge Discovery in
Databases characterized as "the non-trivial extraction of
unknown, implicit, and possibly helpful data from
information" [6]. Explanation of the ten most utilized data
mining algorithm can be found in [7]. Data mining systems
can be connected from two alternate points of view:
 Predictive induction, in which, aim is the discovery of
information for classification of prediction. Among its
features, we can discover classification [8], regression [8],
or temporal arrangement [9].
 Descriptive induction, in which fundamental target is the
extraction of interesting learning from the information. Its
features incorporate associationrules [10], summarisation
[11] or subgroup discovery [1,2] can be specified.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II depicts
literature review and overall study on subgroup discovery.
Finally, concluding remark in Section III with future
direction.

2. Related Work
On the study of the application of data mining in the field of
electricity consumption and clients payment satisfaction and
comparative related fields, Azadeh et al. [12], introduced an
incorporated fuzzy framework and data mining methodology
for the estimation of electricity capacity in Iran, they use
decision tree and lookup table to concentrate the rule base
which gives better solution, their careful investigation is
focused around the aggregate electricityconsumption in Iran
from 1992 to 2004, and the system they utilized ended up
being a perfect option for fuzzy regression, particularly if
data structure is evolving.
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Pallegedara et al. [13], in the area of customer relationship
management and clients risk analysis in the application of
payment satisfaction in mobile correspondence, proposed a
predictivedata mining model to diminish the rate of
constrained mix (turn to subscribers) as a result of nonpayment. The technique would describe open amounts for
payer and non-payer subscribers, which will help keeping
subscribers from overspending and eventually beating, their
proposed model speaks to a modern however powerful
model for information driven determination of credit limits.
In [14] Nizar et al., examined knowledge discovery as a part
of databases (KDD) for load profiles of electricity client. His
paper presents comparative analysis of the clustering
systems used to focus on the load profiles of diverse
electricity clients. In the study, a current load profiling
systems are analysed utilizing data mining methods by
analysing and assessing them. The target of his study is to
focus the best load profiling strategies and data mining
methodologies that group, recognize and predict nontechnicallosses in the circulation area because of broken
metering and charging slips, additionally to find learning on
client behaviour and preferences to help in aggressive
deregulated business sector.
At the point when applying subgroup discovery approaches,
a few viewpoints must be considered. In this segment, we
concentrate on depicting the suggestions identified with the
pre-processing of the information and post-processing the
knowledge, the discretisation of continuous variables, the
utilization of domainknowledge, and the visualization of the
results.
A. Scalability in subgroup revelation
At the point when applying data mining strategies to real
world issues, these generally have high dimensionality,
unavoidable for the majority of the typical algorithm. There
are two ordinary potential outcomes at the point when a data
mining algorithms does not work appropriately with high
dimensional data sets [15]: upgrading the algorithm to run
proficiently with huge data information sets or diminishing
the size of the information without changing the result
definitely.
Sampling is one of the systems most broadly utilized as a
part of data mining to decrease the dimensionality of a data
set and comprises of the determination of specific examples
of the data set as indicated by some model. The application
of a sampling method in the beginning database without
considering conditions and relationship between variables
could prompt a critical loss of information for the subgroup
discovery task. On the off chance that it is important to apply
some method to scaling down the data set in a subgroup
discovery algorithm, it is particularly critical to guarantee
that no imperative data for the extraction of interesting
subgroups in the data is lost.
B. Pre-processing of the variables
It is exceptionally regular that a percentage of the variables
gathered in the data sets used to apply subgroup discovery
strategies are continuous variables. A large portion of the
subgroup discovery algorithms are not ready to handle
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continuous variables. For this situation, a past discretisation
can be connected utilizing distinctive mechanisms [16,17].
C. Domain knowledge in subgroup revelation
Utilizing domain knowledge as a part of data mining
systems can enhance the nature of data mining results [18].
In subgroup discovery, it can help to find the centre on the
subgroups identified with the target variable by confining
the search space. Diverse the methodologies to incorporate
the area information in subgroup discovery have been
displayed as of late:
 In[19], the authors displayed the Semantic Subgroup
Discovery in which semantically annotated learning
sources are utilized as a part of the data mining process as
background information. In this process, the results
acquired have a complex structure which permits the
specialists to see novel relationships in the information.
 In [20], Domain Knowledge is displayed as a
"methodological approach for providing domain learning
in a declarative manner”.
D. Different Applications of Subgroup Discovery
Our study of literature also focuses on various applications
in which subgroup discovery has been used. Our plan is to
decide load shading of electricity for this we are going to use
Random forest algorithm. Following are different
application areas in which subgroup discovery has been
used.
1) Subgroup discovery in the medical area
In the particular study, the accompanying gatherings of
issues tended to by subgroup discovery can be
discovered: detection of risk gatherings with coronary
illness, brainischaemia, cervical cancer, and psychiatric
crisis. Just about all the suggestions in the medicinal area
were tackled through the DMS softwarewith the
algorithm SD [21]. The psychiatric issue exhibited in
[22] was solved with evolutionary fuzzy frameworks.
2) Bio informatics issues solved through subgroup
discovery
Distinctive genuine issues have been illuminated
utilizing subgroup discovery as a part of the bio
informatics space. These issues are portrayed by their
high number of variables and low number of records in
the databases. This makes it hard to concentrate
interesting results.
3) Subgroup discovery in e-learning
The configuration of online education frameworks has
had a high development in the most recent years. These
frameworks accumulate an incredible measure of
profitable data when analysingstudent’s conduct then
again distinguishing conceivable errors, deficiencies, and
enhancements. Nonetheless, because of the enormous
amounts of information, these frameworks can produce
data mining tools which can help in this undertaking are
requested [23].
4) Spatial subgroup discovery
The combo of exploratory analysis of spatial data
through geological visualization furthermore methods of
subgroup discovery are talked about in distinctive papers
in the particular book reference. The issues handled were
identified with demographic [24].
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3. Conclusion
An overview of research on subgroup discovery has been
given in this paper; focus is to cover the early work in the
field and in addition of recent work with the topic. The
primary properties and components of this task have been
introduced, and the all the more broadly utilized quality
measures for subgroup discovery have been described for
their properties. Likewise, distinctive applications of
subgroup discovery methodologies to real world issues have
been displayed, composed concerning the range of the
application. This is a most emerging field, and there are a
few open issues in subgroup discovery. A important issue to
deliver is to figure out which quality measures are more
adjusted both to assessing the subgroups discovered and to
managing the search process. In the future work, we can find
faulty meters which gives incorrect reading using pattern
matching.
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